CNFG RSC COMMITTEE
April 11, 2021, 7PM via Zoom
Minutes
Roll Call: Members Present: Tina (chair), Jean (secretary), Denise (treasurer), Carol (website), Joe
(delegate)
Members absent: Albert (vice-chair)
03.07.21 Minutes: approved
Current Agenda: approved
Reports:
Treasurer’s report: Denise submitted report showing balance of $3866.11 as of 03.31.21 with 2 pending deposits. Denise also reported that there are still some checks being sent to Jerry. Jean sent out
an email to the region earlier in April to remind groups of new treasurer’s address. Denise now has a
list of group emails and will acknowledge all contributions with an email.
Home Groups: Jean has no new information to report.
Website: Tina and Jean reported that they are still having difficulty accessing some of the links on the
website. Carol reported she still finds the website a bit cumbersome to edit. Committee decided to send
out region email asking for a volunteer to assist with website. Carol will write up an appeal for Jean to
send out.
OLD BUSINESS:
1. WS Conference and CAR Updates- Joe reported he is signed up for both Sunday sessions of the
Conference preparation workshops offered by WSC. Jean will make sure that Joe has access to all
the recent CAR and LIT votes in the Google drive.
2. March assembly and sponsorship workshop feedback and next steps -Carol reported that GSR
Gina from Leland was excited about the workshop material and had indicated she would like to take
part of the the sponsorship workshop having to do with skills and work it into a new workshop. The
next step may be to reach out to Gina and ask her how the region can help. Tina offered to contact
Gina.
Follow-up is also needed to setting up a list of temporary sponsors which was a request of
workshop attendees. Carol will work on a draft of communication to be sent out to the region
regarding the list of temporary sponsors.
Tina also mentioned the possibility of the region doing a monthly traditions workshop once the
traditions workbook is approved at the conference.
Denise suggested RSC sending out something to region asking for input and ideas in advance of
October 2021 assembly. Carol will email evaluation form from prior assemblies to committee.
3. Region Zoom account setup- a region zoom account was approved at the March assembly. Tina
will contact the Rocky Mountain Region for ideas about setting it up as well as contacting Zoom.
She may pay for an annual plan out of her own funds and then ask the region to reimburse her.
4. PayPal update-a PayPal account for the region was approved at the March assembly. Carol has the
information and Carol and Denise will plan a time to talk to set up the account.
5. Google Drive update- Jean reported that she is trying to use the Google Account (drive and gmail)
for region files and emails but more training is needed. Joe offered to work with RSC members one
hour per month after the WSC to increase knowledge and proficiency.

Next meeting: 05.23.21 7PM via zoom
Minutes submitted by Jean 04.21.21

